Advertisement for Field Investigators position (03) on University website

The Department of Psychology, University of Allahabad invites applications for the post of Field Investigators (03) for research project entitled “Character Virtues and Well-being of Youth: Role of Social networking Sites (SNS)” under ICSSR Impactful Policy Research in Social Science (IMPRESS) Scheme. The qualifications for the post are Masters Degree in Psychology with at least 55% marks from recognized Universities. Experience related to data collection and computer knowledge is desirable.

Applications giving full educational details and research experience should reach the Project Director at drneenakohli@rediffmail.com within fifteen days of its publication in the University of Allahabad Website.

Salary: Rs. 15,000/- per month

Tenure: 03 Months (likely to be continued)

No TA/ DA will be paid if called for Interview.
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